Project from Explore Greek Myths! with 25 Great Projects
ACTIVITY!

PROJECT!
MAKE A MAP OF ANCIENT GREECE
Make a topographical map of ancient Greece with
cookie dough. This kind of map shows the features
of the land, such as mountains and gorges.
Caution: Have an adult help with cutting and baking.
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Print out the Ancient Greece map template
from nomadpress.net/projects/templates or
copy the map on the next page. Cut out the
four sections and set aside.

2

SUPPLIES
* computer with
Internet access and
a printer
* paper
* scissors
* tube of sugar
cookie dough
* rolling pin
* circular baking pan
* plastic knife
* baking chips,
sprinkles, colored
sugars, icing pens

Roll out the cookie dough according to instructions.
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Place your largest paper piece on top of the dough first. Cut
around the shape with the knife. Place the piece on the baking
pan with central and northern Greece at the top.

4

Repeat step three for Peloponnesus, Asia Minor, and Crete. Asia
Minor will on the right side of the pan and Crete at the bottom.

5

Add baking chips to your map to represent Greece’s
mountains. Mold the long coastline with your fingers.

6

Follow the instructions on the package and bake your map.
When the map has cooled completely, add more details with the
sprinkles and icing pens.
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Check out more titles and other great activities at nomadpress.net.
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THINK ABOUT IT: Do you live in an area that is flat or has

mountains? How does the geography around you affect the way
you live? Do you think it would have been different in the ancient
past, when there were no cars?

Check out more titles and other great activities at nomadpress.net.
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